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Executive Summary 

 
MalwarebytesΩ Threat Intelligence analysts are continually researching and monitoring active malware campaigns 
and actor groups as the prevalence and sophistication of targeted attacks rapidly evolves. In this paper, we 
introduce a new APT group we have named LazyScripter, presenting in-depth analysis of the tactics, techniques, 
procedures, and infrastructure employed by this actor group. 
 
Although the observed TTPs have commonality with known actor groups, there are many notable differences 
setting LazyScripter apart from these groups; these similarities and differences are discussed in the Attribution 
section of this paper. 
 
APT groups are traditionally tracked according to specific targets and tools or methodologies they employ. Many 
actor groups use spam campaigns, attaching weaponized documents to phishing emails themed to target the 
industry or demographic of interest. In this case, we initially discovered a number of malicious emails specifically 
targeting individuals seeking employment, which prompted a deeper investigation.  
Digging deeper we uncovered a targeted spam campaign dating back as far as 2018 using phishing lures with 

themes aimed not only at those seeking immigration to Canada for employment, but also at airlines. 

In the following analysis, we walk through the timeline of observed TTPs from the initial phishing campaign to the 

state of the current and ongoing activities of the actor. We take a deep dive into each of the tools used, including 

the weaponized documents and the multiple variants of malware and exploitation techniques employed. Finally, 

we detail the infrastructure used and discuss the attribution comparisons with known actor groups such as APT28 

and Muddy Water.  

This in-depth and detailed analysis has revealed a developing campaign by what we believe to be a previously 

unidentified APT actor. Not only has this campaign been active for several years, but ongoing tracking shows this 

actor is still maintaining the infrastructure used and is actively updating toolsets. For this reason, we continue to 

track this new group LazyScripter as the threat evolves. 
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Introduction 
In late December 2020 we observed a few malicious documents with embedded objects that were designed 
to target job seekers. The embedded objects were either VBScript or batch files that deployed two open-
source multi-stage Remote Access Trojans (RATs): Octopus and Koadic. Interestingly, in some cases the 
attacker managed to drop other RATs such as LuminosityLink, RMS, Quasar, njRat and Remcos. 

This triggered our interest to further investigate this threat actor to understand its activities over the past 
few years. We were able to track them back to at least 2018 with a campaign targeting victims looking to 
immigrate to Canada. Over time they have used different file types as their initial lures, and they have 
switched their main toolset from PowerShell Empire to double RAT (Koadic and Octopus). 

This threat actor is targeting the International Air Transport Association (IATA) and airlines in which we 
observed several different lures specifically designed to target airlines that are using the BSPLink software. 
Most recently we observed that they have changed their lure to mimic a new feature recently introduced by 
IATA called IATA ONE ID (Contactless Passenger Processing tool). This indicates that this actor is constantly 
updating its toolsets to target new systems developed by IATA.  
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Phishing 

In all their phishing lures the actor has used its loader to spawn a combination of Octopus and Koadic (there 
were only a few cases with Koadic only). We were able to identify several different variants of this loader: 
executable, batch, VBScript, and registry files (in which persistence is achieved by writing a PowerShell script 
into the AutoRun registry key). We named this new loader as KOCTOPUS.  

This group also has used another loader around 2018 and 2019 to load PowerShell Empire. We named this 
loader Empoder. 

As a phishing lure they mainly used either IATA- or job-related themes to target victims. However, we have 
observed several other phishing lures that have been used by this actor. Here are some of them: 

¶ IATA security (International Air Transport Association security) 
¶ BSPlink Updater or Upgrade (BSPlink is the global interface for travel agents and airlines to access the 

IATA Billing and Settlement Plan (BSP)). 
¶ IATA ONE ID 
¶ User support kits for IATA users 
¶ Tourism (UNWTO) 
¶ COVID-19 
¶ Microsoft Updates 
¶ Job information 
¶ Canada skill worker program 
¶ Canada Visa (CanadaVisa.com is the online presence of the Campbell Cohen Immigration Law Firm)  

Another interest of this actor is targeting people that want to immigrate to Canada through government job-
related programs. In one of the specific cases the actor has used the legitimate "Canadavisa.com" site as its 
phishing lure. Canadavisa is a known Canadian immigration website associated with an immigration firm 
based in Montreal, Canada. 

This actor has mainly used spam emails weaponized with either archive or document files as it is initial 
infection vector. Both zip and document files contain a variant of either KOCTOPUS or Empoder and in some 
cases they are password protected. 

The actor has mainly used two GitHub accounts to host its toolsets. Both of these accounts were deleted on 
Jan 12 and 14 2021, respectively. 

¶ https://github[.]com/Axella49 

¶ https://github[.]com/LIZySARA 
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Figure 1: GitHub account belonging to threat actor 

 

The actor created a new GitHub account on Feb 2nd 2021 to host its payloads to operate its new spam campaign: 

 
Figure 2: New GitHub repository 

 

Timeline of activities and phishing lures 

We were able to collect some of the spam emails used by this actor over the past two years. In these spam emails 
the actor used several methods to redirect the user to download a variant of KOCTOPUS. The latest campaign was 
spotted on Feb 5th, 2021 in whicƘ ǘƘŜ ŀŎǘƻǊ ǿŀǎ ŘƛǎǘǊƛōǳǘƛƴƎ ŀ ǾŀǊƛŀƴǘ ƻŦ Yh/¢ht¦{ ǇǊŜǘŜƴŘƛƴƎ ǘƻ ōŜ ά.{t[ƛƴƪ 
¦ǇƎǊŀŘŜΦŜȄŜέ ŀƴŘ ƳŀƴŀƎŜŘ ǘƻ ŘǊƻǇ ŀ ǾŀǊƛŀƴǘ ƻŦ vǳŀǎŀǊ wŀǘ ƛƴ ŀŘŘƛǘƛƻƴ to OCTOPUS and Koadic. 
Prior to that we have spotted another campaign on Jan 6th, 2021 in which the actors were distributing a variant of 
Yh/¢ht¦{ ǇǊŜǘŜƴŘƛƴƎ ǘƻ ōŜ άL!¢! hb9 L5ΦŜȄŜέ ǎƻŦǘǿŀǊŜΥ 
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Figure 3: Latest spam campaign

Figure 4: Latest spam campaign 

Here is the list of different lures used by this actor: 

¶ KOCTOPUS has been archived and distributed as an email attachment to victims. 
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Figure 5: Spam email variant 1

Figure 6: Spam email variant 2 

¶ The spam email contains a PDF file with a link to download a variant of KOCTOPUS. 

Figure 7: Spam email variant 3
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Figure 8: Attached PDF file 

¶ The spam email contains a link that redirects the victim to download KOCTOPUS or a maldoc that has an 
embedded KOCTOPUS. The link usually is a URL shortener link using shortener services such as bit.ly or 
cutt.ly that redirects victims to either the ŀǘǘŀŎƪŜǊǎΩ DƛǘƘǳō ǊŜǇository or the IP/URL address that hosts 
the maldoc. 

Figure 9: Spam email variant 3 

On March 19th 2020, SANS ISC InfoSec Forums reported a multistage attack that took advantage of the COVID-19 
pandemic to distribute its malware. This reported maldoc contains a variant of the KOCTOPUS malware we 
uncovered in this paper. In that phishing email the actor spoofed the World Health Organization and pretends to 
provide recommendations. 

We were able to identify multiple themes used by this actor and the time they have been used in spam campaigns. 
The following image shows the time frames of the different lures used by the actor.

https://isc.sans.edu/forums/diary/COVID19+Themed+Multistage+Malware/25922/
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Figure 10: Lures timeline 
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Document analysis 

Unlike most actors that are using macros in their documents to perform malicious activities, this actor has 
embedded objects that are one of the KOCTOPUS or Empoder variants. 

We identified 14 malicious documents that have been used by this actor since 2018: 

Figure 11: List of maldocs used by this actor 

The malicious documents usually have one or two embedded objects with either PDF, Microsoft Word or Excel 
icons to pretend they are another document embedded in the doc while in fact they are either batch, executable, 
or VBScript variants of KOCTOPUS or Empoder. 
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Figure 12: Doc Template 1
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Figure 13: Doc Template 2 
 

Archive analysis 

The actor has not only relied on maldocs to deliver its loaders but also used archive files that have embedded a 

variant of KOCTOPUS or Empoder. The following shows the list of archive lures used by this actor since 2018: 
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Figure 14: List of archive files and their embedded objects 
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KOCTOPUS Analysis 
The actor has used this loader to load Octopus and Koadic and in some cases other RATs such as LuminosityLink 
RMS and Quadar RAT. This loader has four different variants which we will describe below. 

Batch Variant 

The batch files used by this actor are highly obfuscated with the BatchEncryption tool. BatchEncryption is an 
advanced batch obfuscation tool that uses a combination of known and custom environment variable encoding 
techniques. 

Figure 15: Overall Process 

In this section we provide the analysis of a batch file embedded within the most recent maldoc used by this actor. 
The following shows the obfuscated version of KOCTOPUS: 

Figure 16: KOCTOPUS Batch Variant Obfuscated 

Figure 17 shows the list of commands that will be executed by this loader after de-obfuscation. 

Figure 17: KOCTOPUS Batch Variant Not Obfuscated 
























































